We give lower and upper bounds for the number of reducible ears as well as upper bounds for the number of perfect matchings in an elementary bipartite graph. An application to chemical graphs is also discussed. In addition, a method to construct all minimal elementary bipartite graphs is described.
I. Introduction and terminology
All graphs considered in this paper are finite, connected, undirected and without loops or multiple edges. Let G be a graph and v(G), e(G) the numbers of vertices and edges of G. A set of independent edges M of G is a perfect matchin9 if these edges cover all vertices of G. An edge of G is allowed if it lies in some perfect matching of G and forbidden otherwise. We say G is elementary if its allowed edges form a connected subgraph of G. Letf(G) denote the number of perfect matchings of G. If G is bipartite, we color its vertices in two colors such that adjacent vertices have different colors.
Let G be an elementary bipartite graph. A path P of odd length of G (i.e., with an odd number of edges) is called a reducible ear if all its interior vertices are of degree 2, G -P is elementary (where G -P is the subgraph of G obtained by deleting the edges and the interior vertices of P from G). Let er(G) denote the number of reducible ears of G, v3(G) the number of vertices of G with degree larger than 2 and 63(G) the minimum degree of the vertices with degree larger than 2. A bipartite ear decomposition of G is a representation of G in the form G = x + P1 + P2 -}-"'" + Pr such that x is an edge, Go = x, for 1 ~< i ~< r, Piis a path of odd length, Gi = x + P1 + '" + Pi and Pi has no other vertices in common with Gi-1 than its two end vertices. Note that the Gi's are also elementary.
An elementary bipartite graph G is minimal if G -e is not elementary for any edge e of G.
Lovfisz and Plummer [-6] proved that a bipartite graph is elementary if and only if it is connected and each of its edges is allowed, and that a graph G is elementary and bipartite if and only if G has a bipartite ear decomposition. By these results, an elementary bipartite graph G is connected and has at least one reducible ear, i.e., er(G) >~ 1. In Section 2, we present a lower and an upper bound for er(G), which are tight.
Many papers are devoted to the study off(G). For surveys see [8, 9] .f(G) is also of interest to chemists. The number of perfect matchings in a molecular graph (whose vertices are associated with atoms and edges with bonds between them) is related to the stability of the corresponding chemical compound (e.g. [5] ). For an elementary bipartite graph G, the best-known lower bound on f(G) is e(G) -v(G) + 2, which can be deduced from a result of [-2] ; few upper bounds for f(G) are known.
We give upper bounds for f(G) in Section 3, and discuss their application to mathematical chemistry in Section 4.
In Section 5, a method to construct all minimal elementary bipartite graphs is described.
Reducible ears in an elementary bipartite graph
Let #(G) = e(G) -v(G) + 1, i.e., the number of fundamental cycles of G. Let Kz denote the complete graph with two vertices. Proof. We first prove the lower bound on er(G), by induction on #(G). When p(G) = 2, clearly p(G) + 1 = er(G). Suppose that p(G) + 1 ~< er(G) when p(G) < n. Let p(G) = n and let P be a reducible ear of G with end vertices x and y. By the induction hypothesis,
We assert that there is an injection from the reducible ears of G -P to the reducible ears of G which are not equal to P. Then er(G) ~> 1 + er(G -P) >t 1 + kt(G).
Now we prove the assertion. Let P' be a reducible ear of G -P with end vertices x' and y'. If x and y do not belong to P', then P' is a reducible ear of G. If both x and y belong to P', then the subpath of P' with end vertices x and y is a reducible ear of G. The remaining case is that only one of x and y belongs to P'. Without loss of generality, let x belong to P'. Since the length of P' is odd, either the subpath of P' with end vertices x and x' or the subpath of P' with end vertices x and y' has odd length. Then we can check that such a subpath with odd length is a reducible ear of G. The above discussion clearly indicates a mapping d; from the set of reducible ears of G -P to the set of reducible ears of G (which does not include P). The image J(P') is contained in P'. Thus the mapping is an injection.
Since G is 2-connected and neither a cycle nor K2, each reducible ear of G is also a reducible chain of G, and by Theorem 9 of [12] 
Upper bounds for f(G)
We first prove a lemma. Proof. If the lemma is not true, each vertex of degree larger than 2 has at most
Lemma 1. Let G be an elementary bipartite graph which is neither a cycle nor K2. Then
Let G' be the (multi-) graph obtained by replacing each reducible ear of G by an edge with the same end vertices. Then #(G)= #(G') and
if G has forbidden edges and does not have cut edges.
Proof. If G has no perfect matching, the theorem is clearly true. Assume that f(G) > 0. By induction on the size of G, we will prove the theorem. If G is a cycle or K2, the theorem is clearly true. First, let G be elementary. Suppose that G is neither a cycle nor K2. We say that a reducible ear P is contained in a perfect matching M if Mc~P is a perfect matching of P. By Lemma 1, there are two reducible ears P and P' which have a common end vertex x. Let Me and Me, be the set of perfect matchings which contain P or P', respectively. Let Mo be the set of perfect matchings which contain neither P nor P'. Note that each perfect matching of G in Mo and Me induces a unique perfect matching of G-P'. Thus 
Thus, f(G) <~ (f(G -P1) + f(G -P2) ÷ "'" + f(G -P~tol-1))/(~3(G) --2). If ~3(G --Pi) is ~3(G) -1, by the induction hypothesis f(G -Pi) ~< (~3(G) --2)(2 ~-~ -1~3~o)-1~+ t + 1). If 63(G-Pi)
is 1 --e(G) -v(G) + 1 -63(G) + 1 /> v3(G 
)~3(G)/2 -va(G) -t~3(G) + 2 --(63(G) -2)v3(G)/2 -(63(G) -2). When v3(G) >~

An application to chemical graphs
We discuss an application of Theorem 2 in mathematical chemistry. Many classes of graphs are of interest to chemists. One such class is that of benzenoid systems. A benzenoid system is a connected subgraph of the infinite hexagonal lattice which has no cut vertices or nonhexagonal interior forces. A benzenoid system is actually a geometric diagram. Benzenoid hydrocarbon molecules can be represented by benzenoid systems [1, 3, 11] . Here we restrict our discussion to benzenoid systems which have perfect matchings. The reason for this is that experimental evidence shows only benzenoid systems with perfect matchings correspond to benzenoid hydrocarbon molecules. There is a one-to-one correspondence between Kekul6 structures of a benzenoid hydrocarbon and perfect matchings of the benzenoid system representing it. Kekul6 structures play significant roles in many chemical theories, of which resonance theory and valence bond theory are the best known examples [1, 3] . A few upper or lower bounds on the number of Kekul6 structures (or perfect matchings) for the cata-condensed benzenoid systems (a benzenoid system is cata-condensed if it has no interior vertices) are known [1] . We next give an upper bound for the number of perfect matchings of a benzenoid system.
Theorem 4. Let G be a benzenoid system with h hexagons. Then f(G) <<. 2 h-1 .+. 1 if G has no forbidden edges else f(G) <~ 2 h-1.
Proof. By Theorem 2. []
Minimal elementary bipartite graphs
In this section, we present a method to construct all minimal elementary bipartite graphs.
Let G = (U, W, E) be a minimal elementary bipartite graph with more than 2 vertices and e = (u, v) e E with u e U and v e W. Since G -e has a perfect matching, by the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition theorem (see [7, pp. 138-139] ), the allowed edges of G -e form a graph Ge in which each connected component is an elementary graph. Let L~, L 2 .... , Lk be the connected components of Ge. Since G is minimal, k > 1. Let S~ = Uc~L~ and T~ = Wc~Li (i = 1, ..., k) . With the above notation, we have Proof. By Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 of [7] , the connected components of Ge can be labeled as L1, L2, ..., Lk such that if e' = (ui, v j)e G with ui e Si and v~ e T i then i ~< j. Since G is elementary and minimal, UeSk and veT1. Clearly e is the only edge between Sk and T1. The lemma is proved. [] Using the same notation as above, we define for G the extremal components corresponding to e to be Sk and TI. Let u and v be two vertices of G with different colors and P be a path disjoint from G. Let Ge = (G + P),~ be the graph obtained by identifying the two end vertices of P with u and v, respectively. We say Gp is obtained from G and P by an e-operation if G is minimal and for any edge e both u and v do not respectively belong to the two extremal components which correspond to e.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let G = (U, W, E) be a minimal elementary bipartite graph, u and v be two vertices of G with different colors, and P be an odd path disjoint from G. Then (G + P)uv is minimal elementary if and only if (i) the length of P is larger than 1 and (ii) Gp is obtained from G and P by an e-operation.
Proof. If (G + P),v is minimal elementary, then (i) is clearly true. If (ii) is not true, let e = (x, y) be an edge such that u and v belong to the extremal components of e, respectively. Let L1, L2, ... ,Lk be the decomposition of G-e as in Lemma 2. Clearly, all edges belonging to Li are allowed in (G + P),v -e. Let e' be an edge of (G + P),v -e which is between Li and Lj(i <j). Let M be a perfect matching of G which contains e'. Extend M to a perfect matching of (G + P)u~, (using the same notation to denote it) by choosing the disjoint edges of P which cover all interior vertices of P but not its end vertices. Note there is only one edge of M, e, between T1 and Sk. Thus there is only one edge el (e'l) of M between SI (Tk) and ~)j>ITj (U~<kSj). Let Va be the end vertex of el in $1 and V'l be the end vertex of e'l in Tk. I + ME is a perfect matching of(G ÷ P)u~ --e which also contains e'. By the choice of e', all edges of G --e are allowed in (G + P).v -e. Let M" be a perfect matching of G -e. Then M"w(MnP) is a perfect matching of(G + P)uv -e. Thus, all edges of P are allowed in (G + P)u, -e. Thus (G + P)u~ is not minimal. The necessary condition is proved. On the other hand, clearly (G + P).~ is elementary. We only need to prove it is also minimal. Let e be an arbitrary edge of (G + P).~. If e ~ P, clearly, (G + P).v -e has pendant edge(s) and thus it is not elementary. Assume that e6G. Consider the decomposition L1, L2 ..... Lk of G -e as in Lemma 2. Since u and v do not respectively belong to the extremal components corresponding to e, then u, v do not belong to T1 or to Sk. In the first case, the edge(s) between $1 and U j> 1 Tj are not allowed in (G + P),~ -e. In the second case, the edge(s) between Tk and Uj<kSi are not allowed in ( 
